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Abstract 

Railways have been an important part of our country’s identity since the industrial 

revolution.  And, despite advances in technology the railway still holds a fond place in the heart of 

thousands.  The popularity of model trains sets has translated directly into the popular railway 

simulator games of the 21
st

 century, in particular Microsoft Train Simulator. 

 

This project aims to approach the simulation of this hobby from a different angle. Rather 

than simulating what it is like to drive a train, or manage stations, it provides a basis for a program to 

help train controllers in the proper operation of a real life railway yard. 

 

This project provides a generic “back-end” for railway simulation, to aid the training of new 

Controllers. It was developed with the Corris Railway in mind, as this is the railway which aims to use 

the final product. When combined with a GUI developed by a fellow student it can be used to 

visually move vehicles around in the yard, pull levers to change the track layout and send vehicles to 

a remote yard via a network connection. The system has also been designed so that it can also be 

used by any other railway and can be extended as required. 

 

This system has been developed as a way of training new Controllers, allowing them to gain 

a lot of experience with how to perform certain actions. This system allows them to gain the 

experience required without the danger of causing problems on the actual railway as a result of a 

bad decision. This system aims to educate the Controller enough to reduce the mistakes that are 

made when they are actually working on the railway.  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Context 

This project aims to produce a generic railway system. This can then be used to create 

location specific programs without needing to implement the common features of a railway (such as 

tracks, points, levers, vehicles). It should also include networking features to allow two (or more) 

yards/stations to communicate and send trains between each other. A fellow student, Jon Lewis, is 

implementing a program that will be specific to the  Corris railway and will use the generic system 

for its back end. He is implementing the rules specific to this railway, and a detailed GUI. 

The reason behind implementing these programs is that it will allow the training of 

Controllers, before they are allowed to work on the actual railway. It should also be possible to 

simulate problems, using different data files, which will need to be solved in a particular way.  

1.2 Functional Requirements 

This project aims to provide a generic railway system onto which a GUI can be added. It will 

load information about the railway from data files and manipulate the information in a number of 

ways. When combined with a GUI front end it can be used as a training tool for potential Controllers 

to ensure they can run the railway correctly. A set of JUnit tests will be produced as a test harness 

and to demonstrate the functionality of the system. 

The following aspects will need to be implemented: 

FR1. The ability to select an item of rolling stock and see information about it, such as its 

identifier, length, current location. 

FR2. The ability to move a vehicle or train from one location in the yard to another. 

FR3. The ability to join and break apart trains so they can be moved together or independently. 

FR4. The ability to send a train to another station, and inform the receiving station that the train 

is coming (including simulating all phone calls needed). 

FR5. The ability to add and remove levers to/from the system. 

FR6. The ability to add and remove vehicles to/from the system. 

FR7. The ability to add and remove tracks to/from the system. 

FR8. The ability to move levers. 

FR9. The ability to have points levers locked by locking levers. 

FR10. A complete set of JUnit tests to show the system functions correctly. 

FR11. The ability to make mistakes when moving trains, i.e. it should be possible to send a train the 

wrong way through points to ensure the controller has considered this possibility. 

FR12. The ability to wave flags at a train in the yard. 

FR13. The ability to read the railway data from data files. 

FR14. The ability to initiate an emergency stop of all vehicles in the yard. 

The project will not simulate people in the yard or members of the public on the tracks. This 

is because of the randomness of people’s behaviour and the difficulty in simulating this. It will be 

assumed that when a train is moving, the tracks are clear. A blockage/person on the tracks can still 

be simulated however, by initiating an emergency stop procedure. 

1.3 Non Functional Requirements 

NFR1. The system should be reasonably intuitive and easy to use. 

NFR2. All actions should take a short time to be completed, hopefully less than half a second. 

NFR3. The system should deal  with problems in a sensible way i.e. throwing specific exceptions 

that are caught elsewhere. 
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2 Existing Systems 

2.1 Background / context 

A case study of the railway at Maespoeth has been done, in order to understand what needs 

to implemented. Although this system will not be specific to the Corris railway, it will implement all 

the generic aspects which are found here, such as track, levers, vehicles etc. 

During the research that was carried out, an MSc project by Anna Goodwin was read, 

entitled “A study of a simulation of Corris railway” [GOO05]. In this, Anna discusses how to go about 

writing a program which would simulate the Corris Railway. She considers what aspects of the 

railway need to be modelled and even examines the possibility of different versions with additional 

features. Although she doesn’t write any code to simulate the railway, the project gives an insight 

into possible ways of approaching this project. Her project covers a wide range of ideas and some of 

these will be incorporated into this system. She also discusses modelling the different roles that 

there are on the railway, such as the Blockman, the Guard and the Controller. During this project a 

vehicle is considered to be a single vehicle and a train is considered to be two or more vehicles 

coupled together. 

2.2 Maespoeth Case Study 

Lever Frames: 

The operation of the points on the railway is controlled from the signal box by a series of 

levers. There is a locking mechanism that stops levers being moved if a conflicting lever has been 

moved. 

Levers are painted in different colours so it is easier to tell the lever’s functions.  Levers 

painted blue lock the position of other levers,  this stops potentially dangerous situations where a 

section of line is unreachable.  Black levers directly control the points themselves.  White levers are 

currently unused. 

There are also other colours, which while not yet implemented in Maespoeth, are detailed 

for possible use on the railway.  Red levers would be home signals, yellow would be for distance 

signals.  Finally a lever painted blue and black would be an economiser lever, which unlocks a point, 

moves it and then relocks it during one movement of the lever. 

Sending trains up/down the line: 

When a train is to travel along a block section to another station, the control at the receiving 

end must be informed. In fact, before a train can even leave the originating station the Controller 

must phone ahead to the receiving station to see if the line is clear and that they are ready to 

receive the train. The time of the first attempt to send the train must be logged in a book (the Block 

Register) in the signal box. When the receiving station accepts the incoming trains request this time 

must also be recorded. The Controller at the sending station must also log when the train actually 

leaves his station. 

Finally, when the train arrives at the receiving station and has been checked to be complete 

by the Controller at the receiving station (or the Driver in the case of  an unmanned station), the 

time is logged in the receiving stations book to say that it has arrived complete and the line is clear 

again. A phone call must be made to the originating station to let them know this so that it can be 

recorded (the time is recorded by the sending station too). 

Safety procedures: 

Although there are a lot of safety procedures that must be followed when actually working 

on the railway, this system will not be modelling most of these. The only procedure that will be 
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modelled is the Emergency Stop, which stops all movement of trains until the Controller has ensured 

any dangerous situations have been rectified. This is d

though any can be used), or by any member of staff holding both hands above their head. When this 

happens every train in the yard should stop as there is some impending danger that needs to be 

resolved before any trains can continue. The only person who can authorise the moving of trains 

after an emergency stop is the Controller.

Map of yard: 

Appendix 1: Map  of Maespoeth Yard

Identification of vehicles: 

Every single train on the line has an individual identifier. There are currently three loco, Loco 

5, Loco 6 and Loco 7. There are also a number of passenger carriages, the main ones being Carriages 

20 and 21 which each carry about 15 peopl

Appendix 2) which also have identifiers

Temporary Notices: 

In the signal box there is a board which details any temporary notices about the state of the 

line. It contains details such as not to use certain trains and issues they may have, such as coupling 

or other problems. Although they are called temporary notices, they can stay up for a long time, for 

example, there was one notice from March 2005. They are basically temporary 

rule book, but expected to change (or be rectified) and so are not added to the actual rulebook itself 

as a Working Instruction. 

2.3 Signal Box Simulation

Signal Box Simulation Screenshot 

The Signal Box Simulation by North Yorkshire Moors R

interactive representation of a railway system. The display consists of the yard, and some levers 

which move points and signals. There is also a key explaining what each the different colour levers 

correspond to. 

The overall display is quite clear, but the yard is slightly confusing as there are quite a lot of 

annotations. When a user clicks on a lever which cannot be moved at the current time a dialog box 

pops up stating “Interlock Failure” which is rather ambiguous. When a lev

little change to the display so it is difficult for the user to under
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is the Emergency Stop, which stops all movement of trains until the Controller has ensured 

any dangerous situations have been rectified. This is done by waving of a flag (usually a red one, 

though any can be used), or by any member of staff holding both hands above their head. When this 

happens every train in the yard should stop as there is some impending danger that needs to be 

trains can continue. The only person who can authorise the moving of trains 

after an emergency stop is the Controller. 

: Map  of Maespoeth Yard 

on the line has an individual identifier. There are currently three loco, Loco 

5, Loco 6 and Loco 7. There are also a number of passenger carriages, the main ones being Carriages 

20 and 21 which each carry about 15 people. There are also other trains such 

which also have identifiers, These same identifiers will be used with

In the signal box there is a board which details any temporary notices about the state of the 

s such as not to use certain trains and issues they may have, such as coupling 

. Although they are called temporary notices, they can stay up for a long time, for 

example, there was one notice from March 2005. They are basically temporary 

rule book, but expected to change (or be rectified) and so are not added to the actual rulebook itself 

Signal Box Simulation 

The Signal Box Simulation by North Yorkshire Moors Railway [WNYM] is a web based 

interactive representation of a railway system. The display consists of the yard, and some levers 

which move points and signals. There is also a key explaining what each the different colour levers 

splay is quite clear, but the yard is slightly confusing as there are quite a lot of 

annotations. When a user clicks on a lever which cannot be moved at the current time a dialog box 

pops up stating “Interlock Failure” which is rather ambiguous. When a lever is pulled, there is very 

little change to the display so it is difficult for the user to understand what that lever has done.
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2.4 Signalling Centre 

 
Signalling Centre Screenshot 

The Signalling Centre website [WSIG] contains software for a number of differ

which the user has to manage the station and provide a route for trains to travel on. The version that 

was looked at was the Birmingham New Street 1.1.53 (Trial Edition). The software is very detailed 

and provides the user with a display of

to which they must stick and direct trains to/from the station along appropriate routes

have control over approximately 35 miles of track and are

during their 12 hour shift. 

This system is meant for a more managerial level, where the routes of the trains are defined 

and collisions avoided, rather than having to set points and be in control of a section of track.

This system is much more complicate

system but provides a good insight into what might be needed if 
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The Signalling Centre website [WSIG] contains software for a number of differ

which the user has to manage the station and provide a route for trains to travel on. The version that 

looked at was the Birmingham New Street 1.1.53 (Trial Edition). The software is very detailed 

and provides the user with a display of the station and surrounding track. The user

to which they must stick and direct trains to/from the station along appropriate routes

ximately 35 miles of track and are responsible for over 550 train service

This system is meant for a more managerial level, where the routes of the trains are defined 

and collisions avoided, rather than having to set points and be in control of a section of track.

This system is much more complicated than the one which the that is 

insight into what might be needed if his system was extended.
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The Signalling Centre website [WSIG] contains software for a number of different stations in 

which the user has to manage the station and provide a route for trains to travel on. The version that 

looked at was the Birmingham New Street 1.1.53 (Trial Edition). The software is very detailed 

. The user has a timetable 

to which they must stick and direct trains to/from the station along appropriate routes. They also 

responsible for over 550 train services 

This system is meant for a more managerial level, where the routes of the trains are defined 

and collisions avoided, rather than having to set points and be in control of a section of track. 

that is planned for this 

was extended. 
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2.5 PCRail 

PC Rail Screenshot 

This company develops

Heritage, International and Power Box series'. 

Junction railway. This program is probably closest to what 

when combining this program with that of Jon Lewis.

The program requires the user to pull levers to change points, but also control where tr

go.  One of the problems that was 

which levers are locked by other levers, so it assumes a reasonable knowl

already. When you try to pull a lever, which is locked, you are only told that the lever cannot be 

changed, not why or how to fix it.

Overall this is quite a good system but there are a number of things which could be 

improved upon. 

2.6 Process models 

Introduction 

In this section a number of different process models

made as to which is most suitable for this project

mentioned here as they are not suit

model, as this requires pair programming as an integral part.

The waterfall model 

[SOM01 p45-46][PRE05 p79

lation of the Corris Railway 
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s training applications for a number of different types of railway, 

eritage, International and Power Box series'. The program that was looked at 

am is probably closest to what this system hopes to 

program with that of Jon Lewis. 

m requires the user to pull levers to change points, but also control where tr

go.  One of the problems that was found with this program is that there is nothing telling the user 

which levers are locked by other levers, so it assumes a reasonable knowledge of managing a railway 

already. When you try to pull a lever, which is locked, you are only told that the lever cannot be 

changed, not why or how to fix it. 

Overall this is quite a good system but there are a number of things which could be 

In this section a number of different process models will be discussed, and 

which is most suitable for this project. There are many others which 

mentioned here as they are not suitable for this project. XP (Extreme Programming)

model, as this requires pair programming as an integral part. 

46][PRE05 p79-80] 
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to be able to produce 
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found with this program is that there is nothing telling the user 
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The waterfall model needs the requirements of a project to be well defined and reason

stable, and for the work to flow from communication through deployment in a reasonably linear 

manner. This sometimes occurs when well

system must be made. Occasionally it is suitable for a new develop

requirements are well defined and understood.

The waterfall model suggests a systematic sequential approach to software development, 

which begins with the Customer

modelling,  construction, deployment, and finally the ongoing support of the completed software.

There are a number of problems with the waterfall model, such as the fact that real projects 

rarely follow the linear sequential flow that the model requires. The m

to incorporate iterations, however this can cause confusion as the project team progresses. Another 

problem is that it is usually quite difficult for the 

the start of the project. The 

application won't be available till late in the project time

model, “Blocking States” can occur, in which some team members are forced to wait for o

members of the team to complete dependent tasks. Problems that are found during the project are 

expensive to solve and so are sometimes left for fixing later, ignored or programmed around.

Evolutionary Prototyping 

[SOM01 p175-178][PRE05 p83

Evolutionary prototyping is based on the idea of developing an initial implementation, 

showing the Customer, and refining this through many stages until an adequate system has been 

developed. In contrast to the waterfall model, a detailed system specification i

beginning of the project. Often a 

doesn't identify detailed input, processing or output requirements. 

both the Developer and the Custome

are fuzzy. 

The Customer and Developer must both agree that the initial prototype is built to serve as a 

mechanism for defining requirements. It is then discarded (in part, at least) and the actua

is engineered with an eye to quality. The type and amount of design documentation produced 

usually depends on the tools used to implement the system.

Due to the fact that there is no system specification, it can be difficult to design a contract

for the system. Customers might be unhappy to simply pay 

project, as this can lead to function creep and budget overruns; Developers are unlikely to accept a 

fixed-price contract as they cannot control the changes requ

Diagram 1: The waterfall lifecycle 
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The waterfall model needs the requirements of a project to be well defined and reason

stable, and for the work to flow from communication through deployment in a reasonably linear 

manner. This sometimes occurs when well-defined adaptations or enhancements to an existing 

system must be made. Occasionally it is suitable for a new development, but only when the 

requirements are well defined and understood. 

The waterfall model suggests a systematic sequential approach to software development, 

Customer specifying the requirements, and progresses through planning

deployment, and finally the ongoing support of the completed software.

There are a number of problems with the waterfall model, such as the fact that real projects 

rarely follow the linear sequential flow that the model requires. The model can be adapted slightly 

to incorporate iterations, however this can cause confusion as the project team progresses. Another 

problem is that it is usually quite difficult for the Customer to specify all requirements explicitly at 

ct. The Customer must also have patience, as a working version of the 

application won't be available till late in the project time-span. Due to the linear nature of the 

model, “Blocking States” can occur, in which some team members are forced to wait for o

members of the team to complete dependent tasks. Problems that are found during the project are 

expensive to solve and so are sometimes left for fixing later, ignored or programmed around.

178][PRE05 p83-85] 

rototyping is based on the idea of developing an initial implementation, 

, and refining this through many stages until an adequate system has been 

developed. In contrast to the waterfall model, a detailed system specification i

. Often a Customer defines a set of general objectives for the software, but 

doesn't identify detailed input, processing or output requirements. Evolutionary prototyping allows 

ustomer to better understand what is to be built when requirements 

eveloper must both agree that the initial prototype is built to serve as a 

mechanism for defining requirements. It is then discarded (in part, at least) and the actua

is engineered with an eye to quality. The type and amount of design documentation produced 

usually depends on the tools used to implement the system. 

Due to the fact that there is no system specification, it can be difficult to design a contract

for the system. Customers might be unhappy to simply pay Developers for the time spent on the 

project, as this can lead to function creep and budget overruns; Developers are unlikely to accept a 

price contract as they cannot control the changes requested by the Customers
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is engineered with an eye to quality. The type and amount of design documentation produced 
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The project can also be rushed as the Customer can see what appears to be a fully working 

program, whereas the actual functionality is only partially complete. It may also be written using 

quick and easy fixes to show what can be done, which need to be re-written to a higher level of 

quality. If it is not re-written (and even sometimes when it has) it is likely be very difficult for anyone 

other than the initial Developers to understand. 

There are many benefits to using evolutionary prototyping, including the possibility of an 

accelerated delivery of the system. In some cases, rapid delivery and usability is more important 

than details of functionality or long-term software maintainability. There is also the benefit that by 

engaging the user with the system it is more likely to meet the user’s requirements, as they have 

made a commitment to it and are more likely to make it work. 

 

The Spiral Model 

[SOM01 p53-55][PRE05 p86-88] 

The spiral model couples the controlled and systematic aspects of the waterfall model with 

the iterative nature of evolutionary prototyping. It allows rapid development of increasingly more 

complex versions of the software. 

An important distinction between the spiral model and other software process models is the 

explicit consideration of risk in spiral model. Risks can be anything which can go wrong, such as 

compilers (for a new language) not producing efficient machine code. Risk minimisation is important 

as they can result in project problems such as schedule and cost overrun. 

The model is (perhaps unsurprisingly) represented as a spiral, with each loop representing a 

phase of the software process. The innermost loop might be concerned with developing a product 

specification, the next with developing a prototype, and so on. 

There are four stages to each loop: 

•••• Objective setting 

Specific objectives for the current phase of the project are defined. Project risks are 

identified and possible alternative strategies based on these risks might be planned. 

Quick Plan 

Modelling 

Quick Design 

Construction of a 

prototype Deployment 

Delivery and 

Feedback 

Communication 

Diagram 2: Evolutionary Prototyping model 
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•••• Risk assessment and reduction

A detailed analysis is carried out for each risk identified. Where possible, steps are taken to 

reduce the risk. Prototyping is one such way in which risk can be reduced, by spiking and producing a 

prototype. 

•••• Development and validation

A development model for the system is chosen. This may vary between iterations or stay the 

same for the whole project. This allows the best model to be used for each section.

•••• Planning 

The project is reviewed and a decision is made whether to continue with a f

the spiral. If another loop is to be done then plans are drawn up for the next phase of the project. 

Each pass through the planning stage results in adjustments to the project plan.

Unlike other process models that end when software is deliv

adapted to apply throughout the life of the computer software. There are times when the process is 

dormant, but whenever a change is initiated, the process starts at the appropriate entry point (e.g. 

Product enhancement). 

The spiral model is a realistic approach to large

systematic stepwise approach suggested by the classic lifecycle (waterfall) but incorporates it into an 

iterative framework that more realistically reflects the real

 

Diagram 3: The spiral model
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A detailed analysis is carried out for each risk identified. Where possible, steps are taken to 

reduce the risk. Prototyping is one such way in which risk can be reduced, by spiking and producing a 
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Conclusion 

It was decided to use the spiral model for this project, because it combines the waterfall 

model and evolutionary prototyping in a well structured way. It allows change much more readily 

than the waterfall model but is more structured than evolutionary prototyping. 

There are not many problems that are foreseen that might arise from using this model, as 

the model incorporates risk assessment. The Customer is aware of process models and understands 

that the product won't be available till near the end of the project. A weekly meeting with the 

Customer should also assist in ensuring that the Customer gets a product that does what they need. 

As the Developer is not being paid for this project, the cost constraint is not appropriate. 

The benefits of using this model include the fact that any changes can be quickly and easily 

incorporated into the project. As the spiral model allows other process models to be incorporate 

where appropriate, for a particular part of the project another model can be used which is more 

appropriate.   

How the work was carried out 

Although a decision was made to use the spiral model, the process model that was actually 

used was probably more like evolutionary prototyping. This was probably due to the fact that there 

was only really one feature being added at a time, and it was refined until it was complete, then a 

new feature was developed. The system was built on a relatively quick and simple design, as during 

the development process the Developer enhanced his knowledge of how the railway worked and as 

a result adapted the design. 
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3 Design 

3.1 Use Case 

 

UC1 – Join two vehicles 

Description: Join two vehicles together to form a train 

Pre-conditions 

• The user launched the system 

Post-conditions 

• The vehicles are joined together 

Basic Course of action 

1. The system checks to make sure vehicles are close enough to be joined 
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2. The vehicles are then joined 

3. The use case ends 

UC2 – Split two vehicles 

Description: Split two vehicles apart 

Pre-conditions 

• The user launched the system 

Post-conditions 

• The vehicles are separated together 

Basic Course of action 

1. The system checks to make sure vehicles are currently joined together 

2. The vehicles are then separated 

3. The use case ends 

 

UC3 – Save to file 

Description: Save the system to file 

Pre-conditions 

• The user launched the system 

Post-conditions 

• The system is saved 

Basic Course of action 

1. The system is saved to file 

2. The use case ends 

 

UC4 – Read from file 

Description: Read the system from a file 

Pre-conditions 

• The user launched the system 

Post-conditions 

• The system has been read from file 

Basic Course of action 

1. The system is read from file 

2. The use case ends 

 

UC5 – Send a vehicle 

Description: Send a vehicle to another station 

Pre-conditions 
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• The user launched the system 

Post-conditions 

• The vehicle is removed from the local system 

• The vehicle is added to the remote system 

Basic Course of action 

1. The vehicle is sent to the remote station 

2. Once there it is added to the remote system and removed from the local system 

3. The use case ends 

UC6 – Receive a vehicle 

Description: Receive a vehicle from a remote station 

Pre-conditions 

• The user launched the system 

Post-conditions 

• The vehicles are joined together 

Basic Course of action 

1. The system receives a vehicle 

2. The vehicle is added to the system 

3. The use case ends 

 

UC7 – Move a vehicle 

Description: Move a vehicle within the yard 

Pre-conditions 

• The user launched the system 

Post-conditions 

• The vehicles is moved 

Basic Course of action 

1. The system checks to make sure the move can be done 

2. The vehicle is moved 

3. The use case ends 

 

UC8 – Get vehicle information 

Description: Get the vehicle’s information 

Pre-conditions 

• The user launched the system 

Post-conditions 

• The information is returned to the user 

Basic Course of action 
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1. The system returns the information 

2. The use case ends 

 

UC9 – Emergency stop 

Description: Initiate an emergency stop 

Pre-conditions 

• The user launched the system 

Post-conditions 

• All vehicles are stopped 

Basic Course of action 

1. The system sets each vehicle’s location to where it currently is if moving 

2. The use case ends 

 

UC10 – Move a locking lever 

Description: Move a locking lever 

Pre-conditions 

• The user launched the system 

Post-conditions 

• The locking lever is moved to new position 

Basic Course of action 

1. The system checks to make sure the lever can be moved 

2. The lever is moved to the new position 

3. The use case ends 

 

UC11 – Move a points lever 

Description: Move a points lever 

Pre-conditions 

• The user launched the system 

Post-conditions 

• The points lever is moved to new position 

Basic Course of action 

1. The system checks to make sure the points lever can be moved 

2. The points lever is moved to the new position 

3. The use case ends 
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3.2 Class structure 

generic.exceptions 

 

In order to run the system properly a decision was made to use exceptions to deal with 

errors in the system. Exception classes were therefore created for errors such as not being able to 

join two vehicles together, not being able to move a lever and not being able to move a 

vehicle/train. All of these exceptions contain an error message which details what went wrong 

causing the exception to be thrown. By having specific exceptions, feedback can be provided to the 

user in a user-friendly way, “Points not set properly” rather than “Null Pointer Exception in ….”. 

• CannotSplitException 

o This is when 2 vehicles cannot be split apart, e.g.  they are not joined together in 

the first place. 

• CannotJoinException 

o This is when 2 vehicles cannot be joined together, e.g. they are too far apart on 

the same track, or are not on the same track as each other. 

• CannotSaveException 

o This is when  a data file cannot be saved. 

• CannotReadException 

o This is when a data file cannot be read, e.g. there are errors within the file, or 

the file doesn’t exist. 
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• CannotRemoveException 

o This is when a vehicle, track or lever cannot be removed from the system. 

• CannotMoveException 

o This is when a vehicle cannot be moved to a new location, it usually carries an 

error message which details why, e.g. “Points not set properly”. 

• CannotMoveLeverException 

o This is when a lever cannot be moved to a new position, e.g. when it is locked by 

a locking lever. 

generic.interfaces 
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As this is a generic system, it was decided that it was necessary to have interfaces for the 

manager classes (LeverManager, VehicleManager and TrackManager). These define the methods 

required for each type of manager class. By having these interfaces, if a developer decided to 

produce and alternative generic system then they could do so without breaking any GUIs which use 

this system. 

generic.networking 

 

NetworkObs 

This is an enumerated type, for defining the status of the communication between two 

instances of the program. 

SEND_TRAIN_CONFIRM  – this is when a request to send a train has been sent, and confirmation is 

required. 

NONE  – this is when there is no communication going on. 
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CANSEND – This is when a request to send a train has been accepted and a train can be sent. 

NOSEND – This is when a request to send a train has been denied and a train cannot be sent. 

SENDINGTRAIN – This is when a train is being sent over the network. 

 

Observer 

This is an interface defining the methods required by an observer in the observer/observable 

model. 

 

Subject 

This is an interface defining the methods required by an observable in the 

observer/observable model. 

 

SwingDemo 

This is a Swing class that demonstrates the networking aspect of the program. It allows 

communication between two instances. 

 

YardServer 

This is the main networking class, dealing with sending information to another instance, and 

listening for information from another instance. It uses the NetworkObs enumerated type to decide 

what to do when it receives information from another instance. 
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generic.track 

 

Connection 
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This class deals with a individual connection, and contains all attributes that a connection 

requires. There are protected getters for each attribute.  

There are a number of aspects of a connection which are best represented as an 

enumerated type. These are: 

• The setting of a connection 

• The slope of the point 

• The point Lock settings 

 

Lever 

This class deals with a individual lever, and contains all attributes that a lever requires. There 

are protected getters for each attribute.  

A lever also has aspects that are best represented as an enumerated type: 

• The setting of the lever 

• The type of lever (points, locking, spare, remote) 

 

Track 

This class deals with a individual piece of track, and contains all attributes that a track 

requires. There are protected getters for each attribute.  

 

TrackManager 

This class controls everything related to track and connections, including getting information 

about a specific piece of track or connection. This is a singleton  class, and so only one instance can 

exist within the system. 

public void save(String filename) 

This method saves the tracks and connections in the system to a file. The name and location 

of the file are passed into the method using ‘filename’. If there was an error during saving then a 

CannotSaveException is thrown. 

public void read(String filename) 

This method reads the track and connections information from a file and re-creates them in 

the system. The name and location of the file are passed into the method using ‘filename’. If there 

was an error during the reading of the file then a CannotReadException is thrown. 

public ArrayList<Connection> getConnectionsAttachedTo(Track thisTrack) 

This method finds all the connections that are attached to the passed in track. It will then 

return an ArrayList containing all these connections to the calling method. 

 

LeverManager 

public void save(String filename) 

This method saves the levers in the system to a file. The name and location of the file are 

passed into the method using ‘filename’. If there was an error during saving then a 

CannotSaveException is thrown. 

public void read(String filename) 
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This method reads the lever information from a file and re-creates them in the system. The 

name and location of the file are passed into the method using ‘filename’. If there was an error 

during the reading of the file then a CannotReadException is thrown. 

public void changeLeverSetting(Lever theLever, LeverSetting leverSetting) 

This method controls the movement of levers, and changing the setting of connections. 

Different rules apply depending on the type of lever, for instance a points lever can be locked by a 

locking lever and so can’t be moved if it is locked. If a points lever can be moved then the setting on 

the connections controlled by that lever must be changed. If a lever cannot be moved then a 

CannotMoveLeverException is thrown. 

generic.vehicle 

 

VehicleManager 

This class controls everything related to vehicles, including getting information about a 

specific vehicle, joining vehicles together and moving a vehicle. This is a singleton class, and so only 

one instance can exist within the system. This means that all vehicles must be in this one instance 

within the system rather than having the possibility of several different instances occurring, each 

with their own vehicle information. 
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public void removeTrain(Vehicle oldTrain) 

This method allows the removal of a vehicle from the system. If there was an error in the 

removal then a CannotRemoveException is thrown. If the vehicle is at the front of a train then it sets 

the next vehicle in the train to be the front, and updates the rest of the train with the new front. If 

the vehicle is in the middle of a train then it removes it from the train before removing it from the 

system. 
 
public void joinTrains(Vehicle leftMostLeftTrain, Vehicle 
leftMostRightTrain) 

This method allows the joining of two vehicles to form a train. If there is an error in the 

joining of the vehicles then a CannotJoinException is thrown. This method checks to make sure that 

the vehicles are on the same piece of track and within a reasonable distance of each other. If neither 

of these vehicles are in a train already then it simply joins them together. If one or both of these 

vehicles are in a train already then  it updates the rest of the train(s) to make one big train 

containing all vehicles involved.  

public void splitTrain(Vehicle splitVehicle) 

This method allows the splitting of vehicles within a train. If there is an error during splitting 

then a CannotSplitException is thrown. This method splits the train to the left of ‘splitVehicle’ unless 

it is the front of the train when it splits to the right. If the vehicle is in the middle of the train then 

when it splits the train, the vehicles to the right are added into a new train with ‘splitVehicle’  at the 

front. 

public void save(String filename) 

This method saves the vehicles in the system to a file. The name and location of the file are 

passed into the method using ‘filename’. If there was an error during saving then a 

CannotSaveException is thrown. 

public void read(String filename) 

This method reads the vehicle information from a file and re-creates them in the system. 

The name and location of the file are passed into the method using ‘filename’. If there was an error 

during the reading of the file then a CannotReadException is thrown. 

private Boolean checkMoveLeft(Track currentTrack, double currentPosition, 
Track  

destinationTrack, double distance, Vehicle vehicleToMove, ArrayList<String> 
visited) 

This  method deals with attempting to move a vehicle left along the track. It first checks to 

see if the vehicle  is on the destination track, and if it is it then it tries to reach the distance along 

that the vehicle is trying to get to. The method checks if there are any points set in such a way that 

the vehicle cannot reach its destination, and then checks to see if there are any vehicles in the way. 

Finally it checks to make sure there is enough room on the track for the vehicle (and the rest of the 

train if it is in a train). 

If the vehicle is not on the destination track, then the method tries to get to a different piece 

of track. The method gets all the points that are connected to the current track, and then tries to 

find the closest point that is closed (so the vehicle can travel over it) and to the left of the vehicle. 

Once it has done this then it checks to make sure there are no vehicles in between the vehicles 

current position and the position on the track where the point intersects. It then recursively calls this 

method until it cannot move any more or the vehicle reaches its destination. 

There are several errors that could occur during this method, such as vehicles not fitting on 

the track or the points not being set properly, all of which are dealt with by throwing a 
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CannotMoveException, containing a message detailing why the exception was thrown. These can 

then be used to inform the user that the move was invalid. 

private Boolean checkMoveRight(Track currentTrack, double currentPosition, 
Track  

destinationTrack, double distance, Vehicle vehicleToMove, ArrayList<String> 
visited) 

This  method deals with attempting to move a vehicle right along the track. It is essentially 

the same as the checkMoveLeft() method but the maths involved checks for a position to the right of 

the vehicles current position. 

There are several errors that could occur during this method, all of which are dealt with by 

throwing a CannotMoveException, containing a message detailing why the exception was thrown. 

These can then be used to inform the user that the move was invalid. 

public Boolean moveVehicle(Vehicle vehicleToMove, Track destination, int 
distance) 

This method is the publicly visible method called when attempting to move a vehicle. The 

vehicle passed in can be anywhere within a train or a single vehicle (not in a train). This method finds 

the front vehicle and passes that to the checkMoveLeft() method, and the rear vehicle for the 

checkMoveRight() method. 

The method calls the checkMoveLeft() method first, and if this method returns without 

being able to move then the checkMoveRight() method is called. The checkMoveRightMethod() 

should not return without finding a valid route for the vehicle (as an exception should’ve been 

thrown). 

If either of the checkMove methods find a valid route then the vehicle is moved. Depending 

on which of the checkMove methods finds the route the new locations are set slightly differently to 

take into account any vehicles in the train and their length.  

public void EmergencyStop(Vehicle theVehicle, Track theTrack,double 
theLocationOnTrack) 

This method is only called when an emergency stop is initiated, and it simply sets the 

location of the vehicle to that passed in. 

 

Vehicle 

This class deals with an individual vehicle, and contains all attributes of a vehicle. There are a 

number of aspects of a vehicle which are best represented as an enumerated type. These are: 

• The type of vehicle 

• The operational status of the vehicle 

• The type of hand brake it has 

• The type of air brake it has 

• The type of brake valve it has 

• The type of communications equipment it has 

• The type of coupling that it has 
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generic.xml 

 

DOMUtil 

This class was taken from a Sun example [WSDEV]  on how to use the DOM (Document 

Object Model) to read and write xml. It contains methods to parse a file into a Document, write a 

Document to file, print a Document to the console/command line and count the number of 

elements with a given tag name. A method was added to the class, which reads a node from the 

DOM and passes back the string value contained in the node. 

CreateLeverDOM 

This class is used to create a DOM containing all information about the levers in the system, 

when writing the xml to file. For every lever, it gets each attribute in turn and adds it to a new node 

in the document. It does this using methods within the DOMUtil class provided by Sun and using 

getters within the Lever class. 

public CreateLeverDOM(ArrayList<Lever> levers) 

This is the method that is called when creating a document containing the lever information. 

private void insertItem(Document document, Node parent, Lever lever) 

This method inserts all information about a specific lever into the document. 

This is an example of a Lever within the xml: 

<Lever> 

<LeverID>L1</LeverID> 

<LeverType>SPARE</LeverType>  

<Setting>NORMAL</Setting>  

<Connections> 

<ConnectionID>C23</ConnectionID>  

</Connections> 

</Lever> 

 

 CreateTrackDOM 

This class is used to create a DOM containing all information about the track in the system, 

when writing the xml to file. First it adds the track information to the document, one track at a time, 

then it adds the connection information.  

public CreateTrackDOM(ArrayList<Track> tracks, ArrayList<Connection> connections) 
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This method creates a document containing all information about track and connections. 

private void insertTrackItem(Document document, Node parent, Track track) 

This method inserts all information about a specific piece of track into the document. 

private void insertConnectionItem(Document document, Node parent, Connection connection) 

This method inserts all information about a specific connection into the document. 

 

This is an example of a Track and a Connection within the xml: 

<Track> 

<TrackID>T1</TrackID> 

<Details>Carriage Shed Line (Top)</Details> 

<Length>42.5</Length> 

</Track> 

<Connection> 

<MainTrackID>T1</MainTrackID> 

<DistanceAlongMainTrack>42.5</DistanceAlongMainTrack> 

<PointTrackID>T3</PointTrackID> 

<DistanceAlongPointTrack>0.0</DistanceAlongPointTrack> 

<Length>0.0</Length> 

<ConnectionID>C16</ConnectionID> 

<Setting>CLOSED</Setting> 

<PointLock>NONE</PointLock> 

<PointSlopeDirection>LEFT</PointSlopeDirection> 

<NotPulledSetting>CLOSED</NotPulledSetting> 

</Connection> 

 

CreateVehicleDOM 

This class is used to create a DOM containing all information about the vehicles in the 

system, when writing the xml to file. First it adds the individual vehicle information to the document, 

then it adds the necessary information to reconstruct the trains.  

public CreateVehicleDOM(ArrayList<Vehicle> trains) 

This method creates a document containing all information about track and connections. 

private void insertItem(Document document, Node parent, Vehicle vehicle) 

This method inserts all information about a specific vehicle into the document. 

private void insertTrainItem(Document document, Node parent, Vehicle 
vehicle) 

This method inserts all information about a train into the document, listing the id of the 

vehicle at the front of the train and the id of each vehicle in the train. 

This is an example of the vehicle information and train information within the xml: 

<Vehicle> 

<Length>5.06</Length> 

<Operational>OPERATIONAL</Operational> 

<Location>T9</Location> 

<ID>3</ID> 

<Communications>NO_COMMUNICATIONS</Communications> 

<CoupleType>TYPE1</CoupleType> 

<FrontOfTrain>21</FrontOfTrain> 

<Type>LOCO</Type> 

<Name>Loco 3</Name> 
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<AirBrake>SUPPLIES</AirBrake> 

<HandBrake>HANDBRAKE</HandBrake> 

<BrakeValve>BRAKEVALVE</BrakeValve> 

<LocationOnTrack>36.62</LocationOnTrack> 

</Vehicle> 

<Train> 

<Front>4</Front>  

<TrainID>218</TrainID> 

<TrainID>221</TrainID> 

</Train> 

 

3.3 Important Design Decisions 

Choice of language 

As this program will represent real world objects a Object Orientated (OO) programming 

language is needed. This will allow each object to have a specific set of properties depending on 

what it is. Any OO language would be suitable, such as C++, J# or Java. 

 

“Java: A simple, object-orientated, network savvy, interpreted, robust, secure, architecture neutral, 

portable, high-performance, multithreaded, dynamic language” [WJOV] 

 

 C# is a proprietary Microsoft-only product which therefore only runs on Microsoft Windows 

operating systems. If you wish to develop for platform other than Windows, you have to start all 

over again. C# provides much of the same functionality as Java in a similar syntax whilst also allowing 

interaction with the Win32 API. 

 J# is another Microsoft-only product which evolved from Sun’s Java 1.1.4 SDK. It provides 

similar functionality as Java but much of the additions to later SDK’s are either not provided or are 

written entirely by Microsoft. J# will only run on Microsoft operating systems, and requires 

recompilation of Sun Java code in order to run under J#. 

It was decided that this system would be written using Java because it is the language with 

which the Developer has most experience. It is also cross platform and so can be used under many 

different operating systems without the need to change huge sections unlike J# and C#. As 

networking is a required part of the system, a language that supports networking is required. Java 

does this on several levels, in that it is multithreaded and so can have threads dedicated to dealing 

with the networking and still have the main program running. Due to the fact that Java is platform 

neutral, the program can run on two different Operating Systems without any problems and will look 

very similar on different platforms so if a user has used the program on one Operating System, they 

can use it on another very easily. 

The only real disadvantage of using Java is that it is not very quick compared to other 

languages, as it has to be interpreted by the Java Virtual Machine. This is not an issue in this project 

as the program is not safety critical, because the program is only designed as a training program. 

Splitting the project 

Initially it was planned that the project would be split by doing certain methods each and 

producing just one system which was specific to Maespoeth. It became apparent quite quickly 

however, that a more distinct separation was needed between the two programs, at the time there 

was not really any split! As a result it was decided that two very closely linked programs would be 

written. This system would become the 'back end' of the system, representing all the objects within 
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the railway, on the computer. Jon Lewis will write a graphical 'front end' and implement all of the 

rules which are specific to the Maespoeth railway. 

Several interfaces will be produced detailing all the methods required in the manager 

classes, to allow extension of the system. This will also allow Jon Lewis to implement his system 

without necessarily knowing the inner workings of the manager classes.  

Data file format 

It was decided that the data files used to save the railway would be written using XML. This 

is because it is a standard format and so could easily be used by another program in the future. It is 

also easy to understand without needing any manipulation to put it into a readable state. Another 

benefit of using XML is that it is easy to adapt if another variable is added to a class.  

As the Developer has not used XML to store program information before, some research was 

required to be able to understand how to use xml properly. This research included looking in several 

books [HOR03] and [FAR03]) which although they contained some relevant information, didn't give 

the Developer a good enough understanding of how to read and write XML. During a search on the 

internet some example code on the Sun website [WSDEV] was found, on which the reading/writing 

of the XML for this system will be based. 

Networking 

As part of this project involves allowing two or more implementations of this program to 

communicate, a lot of research was needed into how this could be done. A couple of ways had been 

covered in a second year module and so the lecture notes [W256] were looked at and example code 

that was provided within the module was also looked at. The Developer first looked at rmi (remote 

method invocation) which provides a way for objects active within one Java Virtual Machine to 

invoke methods on objects active within another JVM. The example code from the module website 

was adapted and a application was developed that communicated across a network asking for 

permission to send a train was developed. 

Sockets were looked at next, which provide a low-level way of supporting client and server 

communication on the same machine or across a network . Again the Developer looked at the 

example code and adapted the code, to produce a application that communicated across a network 

providing similar functionality to that of the rmi application. 

At this point the Developer was unsure which would be a better solution for this project so 

he spoke to Chris Loftus, the lecturer who taught the module in the second year. A decision was then 

made, with the help of Chris Loftus, that sockets would provide a better solution as rmi has a lot of 

extras which weren’t required in this system. 

From the research that was carried out the Developer discovered that a client and a server 

would be required on each machine in order to allow them to communicate both ways, essentially 

using a peer-to-peer idea. These would best be represented using threads within one program.  
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4 Implementation 

4.1 Diary 

October 

During October the initial design for the system was produced and the Project Specification 

was written.  The necessary variables for each object (Vehicle, track and lever) were also decided 

upon. Due to lack of knowledge of the railway there were many variables that weren’t included in 

this design, but as the Developers knowledge improved more of the required variables were 

discovered and were then incorporated into the design. 

The design for how tracks would connect together was also developed during October. It 

was decided that there would be two extra objects, points and connections. A connection simply had 

the id of the track and the distance along the track where the connection occurs. A point then had 2 

connection objects in it, which effectively linked two tracks. Later on in the development it was 

realised that this design for the track meant that a track object had no idea about what was 

connected to it and in order to find a route along different tracks, a complicated check of all the 

points was required. 

November 

During November the Progress Report was written, which involved researching existing 

systems. After  a visit to Maespoeth, the Developer had a much better understanding of how 

everything functioned. Several existing systems were also researched; The Signal Box Simulation, 

Signalling Centre and PC Rail. Doing this research highlighted what was good and bad about each 

simulation and allowed the Developer to think about how to avoid making these mistakes in this 

system. 

Research on XML was also done, to decide how to go about using xml for the data files. A lot 

of time was spent trying to find a example that was suitable for this system and that could be 

understood by the Developer. Several examples were found but by far the best and easiest to 

understand was the one from the Sun website [WSDEV]. This was studied and it was decided that 

this system would use the main class in its entirety, and base the other methods required on those 

in the example. As this was just research, the methods were not written at this time. 

Once the research on xml had been finished, the Developer then started to look at how the 

networking for the system could be done. The Developer knew a small amount about networking 

from a module in the second year, but hadn’t really done much coding in Java using networking. 

Further research on rmi and sockets was carried out after looking at the notes from this module. A 

simple application for each technology was written, which sent a short message via a network, to 

see how complicated they were and make sure that the principles of how they worked were 

understood. After speaking to several people and doing the research it was decided that even 

though rmi might be an easier solution, it had extra features that weren’t required and that sockets 

would be a better solution although it might be harder to code (at first).  

Coding on the system began and simple versions of the vehicle, point, connection and track 

classes were written. The track manager class was also started to ensure that the design for how the 

track was represented was feasible. 

December/January 

During December and January, very little work was done on the system due to time 

constraints as a result of having assignments due for other university modules and exams during 

January.  
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Towards the end of January, a redesign was done to include new aspects and to cater for 

situations that were previously not identified. This meant that much of the code that had been 

written previously had to be adapted but the new design was much better and actually allowed for 

simpler code and therefore was more efficient. 

February 

During February the majority of the TrackManager, VehicleManager and LeverManager 

classes were written. The methods that weren’t completed during February were the move method 

within VehicleManager and the method to move a lever (within LeverManager). Both of these 

methods were attempted but, due to their complexity, weren’t completed straight away. The 

implementation of the saving and loading of the xml was also worked on. Initially the 

CreateVehicleDOM class was written, which dealt with saving the vehicles. The method to save just 

the vehicle information was written first and then the train information was added to the end of the 

file. This means that there is just one file that contains all the vehicle information rather than 

splitting it over two files, one for the vehicles and one for the train information. Once the vehicle xml 

methods had been written they were adapted to save the track and lever information to file. 

Next, the reading of the xml was worked on, and this was relatively straightforward but the 

Developer noticed that 4 lines of code were being repeated for each element that was read from the 

xml. These 4 methods were refactored into a new method within the DOMUtil class, and now only 

one line of code was required to read the xml for each element. 

The move method was another task that was started during February. Although a simple 

move had been written during earlier development, this method was completely rewritten as the 

Developer felt that his new understanding would allow him to write better and more efficient code. 

The first method written was public method which is the one method called to move a vehicle. This 

method then calls a private method which checks whether a move is valid. This method first checks 

to see if the vehicle is already on the destination track and, if it is, checks to see if a vehicle is in the 

way or points are set incorrectly stopping the vehicle from reaching its destination. If the vehicle is 

not on its destination track, then it tries to find the closest point on which it can travel to a different 

track. This then recursively calls itself until either a valid route has been found or there is no valid 

route. 

The networking aspect of the system was also started during February. It was decided that it 

would initially be developed as a separate application and then be integrated it into the main system 

when it had enough functionality. The networking proved to be much more complicated than had 

been anticipated and took much more time than had been allowed for it, meaning that development 

on the networking fell behind schedule. 

March 

During March the system had to be finished and coding stopped around mid March. The 

move method had to be finalised, and more work was done to try and finish the networking. Due to 

the fact that the networking was much more complicated than had been expected the networking 

section still has bugs in it and is currently still a separate system. It does however communicate 

between two instances. 

From mid March onwards the final report was produced and everything was fully tested and 

any small bugs/problems that were found were ironed out. It also became apparent that although all 

operations were supposed to be done through the manager classes, many of the getters/setters etc. 

had been left as public methods and so they had to be changed to protected and provide a public 

method within the relevant manager class. This means that although a external system (such as a 

GUI) can have a handle on a object, they cannot manipulate it in any way unless they do it through 

the manager classes. 
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4.2 Problems 

One of the problems that was encountered was understanding how the Corris Railway works 

in real life as the Developer had no prior knowledge about railways. The workings of the track, 

vehicles and levers had to be learnt before a design could be produced. A couple of visits to 

Maespoeth greatly assisted in improving the Developers understanding of how everything 

functioned. These visits enabled the Developer to better understand how the railway should be 

represented within the system and to produce a much better design. 

During the implementation process a  number of modifications to the original design were 

made. Originally there were three objects required to represent the track; Points, Connections and 

Track.  Point objects, which extend Track, contained two Connections to allow joining of track. A 

Connection then contained just the id of the track that it was connected to and the distance along 

that piece of track. This allowed the representation of the yard in the system. It was soon realised 

that this design was not a particularly good design as it wouldn’t allow for more complicated track 

layouts, which weren’t currently present at Maespoeth. The track was then redesigned and the final 

design was produced. This redesign was several weeks into the development of the system and 

caused a few small problems with the rest of the system, which were relatively straightforward to 

fix. Despite causing these problems, the new design was much better and allows for additional track 

layouts that may be needed. 

Until a second visit to Maespoeth, quite late on in the development the Developer was 

unaware of Point Locks and quite how they functioned. As a result, after this visit, Point Locks had to 

be included within the system. The principle behind Point Locks is that they stop a lever from being 

moved when a Point Lock is in place. There are a number of different types of Point Lock, ones that 

lock in one position, ones that lock in both positions and there are also points without Point Locks. 

The Point Locks are set using the locking levers. Once the Developer had fully understood how they 

functioned, they were added to the system quite quickly and relatively easily. 

As the Developer had never done anything using networking before, research into how to do 

it in Java had to be done, and a few programs were produced in order to understand how it works. 

The code was based on an example from the CS25610 website, and it was adapted to fit this system. 

Although the networking aspect that has been developed is not ready to be used within the system 

due to a number of bugs, a application that sends messages over a network and asks for user input 

has been produced to demonstrate the principles of networking. This application also allows the 

sending of a vehicle’s information but there are currently a number of bugs which are stopping this 

from functioning properly. When the networking aspect was first approached it was felt that using 

rmi would produce a better system, however after developing a simple application working using rmi 

and then sockets it was decided that sockets were the better solution. 

By far the most complicated aspect that was written was the move methods. Initially there 

was a single method that would attempt to find a route to the destination trying first left, then right 

if no route had been found. The code for each side is essentially the same but the maths involved 

check for different values. The first attempt at this move method ignored many aspects that needed 

to be included (such as checking to make sure the vehicle would fit on the track), and simply tried to 

find a route along the track traversing connections/points where necessary. After the redesign (see 

above) large sections of this method had to be rethought (in many cases it required less 

computation/code due to the better design). Code was then added to check for the extra aspects 

that had been missed out, such as vehicles in the way, points being set incorrectly (should not be 

able to travel over points backwards). 

Once this had been completed the Developer realised that a better way to perform the 

move operation would be to split the move method in two, one to check if the vehicle can move left, 

and the other to check the right. This was for several reasons including being able to check them 

totally independently, and the efficiency of the method could be increased by passing slightly 
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different parameters to each method; such as the furthest left vehicle to the left method, and the 

furthest right vehicle to the right method. 

Towards the end of the development it was suggested that DTD’s (Document Type 

Definition) were used within the xml files to ensure that they were well structured. The DTD’s were 

written but I was unable to work out how to use them within the xml code and so they have not 

been added.  

4.3 Known Bugs 

Although ideally the system would have no bugs in it, there are a few known bugs which 

given more time would be fixed, and these bugs and how they could be fixed are listed below. 

Can only move a train if it fits on a single section of track 

This bug occurs when you attempt to move a vehicle onto a section of track, but there is not 

enough room to fit the whole train on, but it could extend onto the next track. An example of where 

this occurs is when in the Carriage Shed and you attempt to move a train out onto the track towards 

the point. The system sees these as separate tracks and so won’t allow overlap onto the next track. 

This could be fixed by adding an additional check in the move method which discovers whether the 

connection object has a length of zero and then see if the vehicles could extend onto the next track. 

After Coupling, then decoupling a vehicle cannot be moved 

This bug only occurs occasionally and where the bug exists hasn’t been identified. It occurs 

when a vehicle is decoupled from a train, and then when attempting to move the vehicle, the system 

believes that there is a vehicle in the way. This has only been identified during use with the GUI. As 

the exact cause of this bug is unknown, there is no way of knowing how it would be fixed.  
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5 Testing Strategy 

As a number of JUnit tests are being provided 

system, these can also be used to prove that the requirements of the syst

are assigned a test id within their comment before the method, and this is the same as the test id in 

the tables below. 

TestLeverManager 

Test ID What it tests 

TLM1 Adding a lever to the 

system 

TLM2 Removing a lever from 

the system 

TLM3 Saving the system to a 

data file 

TLM4 Reading the system 

from a data file 

TLM5 Get all the levers 

TLM6 Moving a locking lever 

that can be moved 

TLM7 Moving a points lever 

that is locked 

TLM8 Getting all information 

about a lever 

TestVehicleManager 

Test ID What it tests 

TVM1 Adding a single vehicle 

to the system 

TVM2 Adding two vehicles to 

the system 

TVM3 Removing a vehicle 

from the system 

TVM4 Joining two vehicles 

together 
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are being provided as a method of demonstrating the functionality of the 

system, these can also be used to prove that the requirements of the system are met. The JUnit tests 

are assigned a test id within their comment before the method, and this is the same as the test id in 

Expected Output Actual Output

Lever should be added, 

total number of levers in 

the system should be 1 

Lever added, 

total levers is 

1 

Removing a lever from Lever should be removed, 

total number of levers 

should be 0 

Lever 

removed, total 

levers is 0 

Saving the system to a Levers are saved to file, no 

exception(s) thrown 

No exceptions 

thrown, file 

saved 

File is read, no exception(s) 

thrown 

Levers from file are now in 

the system 

No exceptions, 

file is read 

Number of levers returned 

is 11 

11 Levers 

returned 

Moving a locking lever Lever is moved, no 

exception(s) thrown 

Lever moved, 

no exceptions

Lever is not moved, 

exception thrown 

Exception 

thrown, lever 

not moved 

Getting all information Lever information should 

be returned and match the 

original lever information 

Lever 

information 

matches 

Expected Output Actual Output

Adding a single vehicle Vehicle should be added, 

total number of vehicles 

should be 1 

Vehicle added, 

total vehicles 

is 1 

Adding two vehicles to Vehicles should be added, 

total number of vehicles 

should be 2 

Vehicles 

added, total 

vehicles is 2 

Vehicle should be removed Vehicle is 

removed 

Vehicles should be joined, 

there should be one 

vehicle in the front trains 

vehiclesInTrain ArrayList 

Vehicles are 

joined 

together 

Ben Dixon – bbd3  

nstrating the functionality of the 

em are met. The JUnit tests 

are assigned a test id within their comment before the method, and this is the same as the test id in 

Actual Output Pass   / Fail  

 

removed, total  

No exceptions 
 

No exceptions, 
 

 

Lever moved, 

  

thrown, lever  

 

Actual Output Pass   / Fail  

Vehicle added, 
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TVM5 Joining two vehicles 

together then adding a 

third vehicle 

TVM6 Join two vehicles which 

are too far apart 

TVM7 Split two joined vehicles

TVM8 Split vehicles that are 

not joined together 

TVM9 Save the vehicles to a 

data file 

TVM10 Read a data file and 

recreate the vehicles 

TVM11 Get all vehicles in the 

system 

TVM12 Get all information 

about a vehicle 

TVM13 Initiate a emergency 

stop 

TestTrackManager 

Test ID What it tests 

TTM1 Adding a single track to 

the system 

TTM2 Add two tracks to the 

system 

TTM3 Removing a single track 

from the system 

TTM4 Save the track and 

connections to a data 

file 
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together then adding a 

Vehicles should all be 

joined, there should be two 

vehicles in the front trains 

vehiclesInTrain ArrayList 

Vehicles are al

joined 

together 

Join two vehicles which Exception should be 

thrown 

Vehicle should not be 

joined 

Exception 

thrown, 

vehicles not 

joined 

Split two joined vehicles Vehicles should be 

separated 

Vehicles are 

separated 

Exception thrown Exception 

thrown 

Vehicle are saved to file, no 

exception(s) thrown 

Vehicles saved 

to file, no 

exception 

thrown 

File is read, no exception(s) 

thrown 

Vehicles from file are now 

in the system 

File is read, no 

exception 

thrown 

Number of vehicles 

returned in ArrayList 

should be 5 (5 vehicles 

added at start of test) 

5 vehicles 

returned 

Vehicle information should 

be returned and should be 

the same as the original 

vehicle information 

Vehicle 

information 

matches 

Vehicle is set to new 

location 

Vehicle is set 

to new 

location 

Expected Output Actual Output

Adding a single track to Track added to the system, 

total number of tracks in 

system  is 1 

Track added, 

total tracks is 

1 

Both tracks added to the 

system, total number of 

tracks in system  is 2 

Tracks added, 

total tracks is 

2 

Removing a single track Track removed from the 

system, no exceptions 

thrown 

Track 

removed, no 

exceptions 

Track and Connections are 

saved to file, no 

exception(s) thrown 

File saved, no 

exceptions 
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Vehicles are all 
 

 

 

 

Vehicles saved 
 

File is read, no 
 

 

 

 

Actual Output Pass   / Fail  

 

Tracks added, 
 

 

File saved, no 
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TTM5 Read a data file and 

recreate the track and 

connections 

TTM6 Adding a single 

connection to the 

system 

TTM7 Adding a two 

connections to the 

system 

TTM8 Removing a single 

connection from the 

system 

TTM9 Get all information 

about a track 

TTM10 Get all information 

about a connection 

TestMove 

Test ID What it tests 

TM1 Move a vehicle right 

along the current track

TM2 Move a vehicle left 

along the current track

TM3 Move a vehicle right 

along the current track 

with a vehicle in the 

way 

TM4 Move a vehicle right 

onto a different piece of 

track 

TM5 Move a vehicle left onto 

a different piece of 

track 

TM6 Move a train (2 

vehicles) right along the 

current track 

TM7 Move a train (2 

vehicles) right along the 

current track, passing in 

the vehicle on the left 
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File is read, no exception(s) 

thrown 

Track and Connections 

from file are now in the 

system 

File read, no 

exceptions 

thrown 

Connection is added to the 

system, total number of 

tracks in system is 1 

Connection is 

added, total 

connections is 

1 

Connection is added to the 

system, total number of 

tracks in system is 2 

Connections 

are added, 

total 

connections is 

2 

Connection removed from 

the system, no exceptions 

thrown 

Connection is 

removed, no 

exception 

Track information is 

returned and is the same 

as the original track 

information 

Information 

matches 

Connection information is 

returned and is the same 

as the original connection 

information 

Information 

matches 

Expected Output Actual Output

along the current track 

Vehicle is moved to the 

new location 

Vehicle is 

moved 

along the current track 

Vehicle is moved to the 

new location 

Vehicle is 

moved 

along the current track 

Exception thrown, vehicle 

is not moved 

Exception 

thrown,  

Vehicle is not 

moved 

onto a different piece of 

Vehicle is moved to the 

new location 

Vehicle is 

moved 

Move a vehicle left onto Vehicle is moved to the 

new location 

Vehicle is 

moved 

vehicles) right along the 

Train are moved to the 

new location 

Train is moved

vehicles) right along the 

current track, passing in 

 

Train is moved to the new 

location 

Train is moved
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Connection is 

connections is 

 

connections is 

 

Connection is 
 

 

 

Actual Output Pass   / Fail  

 

 

 

 

 

Train is moved 
 

moved 
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TestMove2 

Test ID What it tests 

TM2_1 Move a vehicle left over 

two different tracks 

TM2_2 Move a train (2 

vehicles) left over two 

different tracks 

TM2_3 Move a vehicle right 

along the same track 

but with a point in the 

way (not set correctly) 

TM2_4 Move a vehicle left 

along the same track 

but with a point in the 

way (not set correctly) 

TM2_5 Move a vehicle right 

onto a different track 

with a point in the way 

(not set correctly) 

TM2_6 Move a vehicle left onto 

a different track with a 

point in the way (not 

set correctly) 

TM8 Move a train (2 

vehicles) left along the 

current track 

TM9 Move a train (2 

vehicles) left along the 

current track, passing in 

the vehicle on the left 

TM10 Move a train (2 

vehicles) right onto a 

different piece of track

TM11 Move a train (2 

vehicles) right onto a 

different piece of track, 

passing in the left 

vehicle 

TM12 Move a train (2 

vehicles) left onto a 

different piece of track

TM13 Move a train (2 

vehicles) left onto a 

different piece of track, 

passing in the left 

vehicle 
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Expected Output Actual Output

Move a vehicle left over Vehicle is moved to the 

new location 

Vehicle is 

moved 

Train is moved to the new 

location 

Train is moved

but with a point in the 

 

Exception is thrown, 

vehicle is not moved to the 

new location 

Exception 

thrown, 

vehicle not 

moved 

but with a point in the 

 

Exception is thrown, 

vehicle is not moved to the 

new location 

Exception 

thrown, 

vehicle not 

moved 

with a point in the way 

Exception is thrown, 

vehicle is not moved to the 

new location 

Exception 

thrown, 

vehicle not 

moved 

Move a vehicle left onto 

a different track with a 

Exception is thrown, 

vehicle is not moved to the 

new location 

Exception 

thrown, 

vehicle not 

moved 

vehicles) left along the 

Train is moved to the new 

location 

Train is moved

vehicles) left along the 

current track, passing in 

 

Train is moved to the new 

location 

Train is moved

different piece of track 

Train is moved to the new 

location 

Train is moved

different piece of track, 

Train is moved to the new 

location 

Train is moved

different piece of track 

Train is moved to the new 

location 

Train is moved

different piece of track, 

Train is moved to the new 

location 

Train is moved
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Train is moved 
 

 

 

 

 

Train is moved 
 

is moved 
 

Train is moved 
 

Train is moved 
 

Train is moved 
 

Train is moved 
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Networking Tests 

Test ID What it tests 

TN1 Request to send a train

TN2 Request to send a train, 

and permission is denied

TN3 Request to send a train, 

and permission granted

TN4 Request to send a train 

but don’t connect first 

TN5 Enter invalid 

information in 

hostname text box 

TN6 Enter invalid port 

number in port number 

text box 
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Expected Output Actual Output

Request to send a train Dialog box shown on 

remote machine 

Dialog box 

shown 

Request to send a train, 

and permission is denied 

Message sent back from 

remote machine and 

displayed in local Client text 

box 

Message 

displayed 

Request to send a train, 

and permission granted 

Message sent back from 

remote machine and 

displayed in local Client text 

box. Information about the 

vehicle sent also displayed 

Message and 

vehicle 

information 

shown 

Request to send a train 

 

No exceptions thrown, 

should ignore any that are 

and continue 

Exception 

thrown, 

program 

continues 

Error message shown on 

console, detailing host 

cannot be found 

Error message 

shown 

number in port number 

Error message shown on 

console detailing port 

number invalid 

Exceptions 

thrown, 

program 

continues 
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Message and 
 

 

Error message 
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6 Critical Evaluation 

FR1. This requirement was met quite well, as all information about a vehicle can be viewed. It 

does require the use of getters for each attribute but this allows only the required information 

to be viewed which I believe to be a better solution than having one method which returns 

everything This is shown by TVM12. 

FR2. This requirement has been fully met. Vehicles can be moved to any accessible place in the 

yard. This is proved by all the tests within TestMove and TestMove2. 

FR3. This requirement has been fully met. Vehicles can be joined together, including joining two 

trains together. They can also be split apart, creating two trains where necessary. This is shown 

by tests within TestVehicleManager (TVM4, TVM5, TVM6, TVM7, TVM8) 

FR4. This requirement has not been met particularly well. The networking aspect of this project is 

totally separate at the moment, but with a bit more time could be improved and integrated into 

the main system. 

FR5. This requirement has been met fully. Levers can be added and removed from the system. 

This is proved by TLM1 and TLM2. 

FR6. This requirement has been met fully. Vehicles can be added and removed from the system. 

This is proved by TVM1, TVM2 and TVM3. 

FR7. This requirement has been met fully. Tracks can be added and removed from the system. 

This is shown by TTM1, TTM2 and TTM3. 

FR8. This requirement has been fully met. Levers can be moved, changing the setting of the 

associated connections/points. This is shown by TLM6. 

FR9. This requirement has been fully met. Locking levers stop points levers from moving (where 

applicable). This is proved by TLM7. 

FR10. This requirement has been fully met. 

FR11. This requirement has been partially met. In the final system, when a vehicle cannot be 

moved to a location an exception is thrown. How this exception is dealt with is up to the 

Developer of the GUI  but this system does not move the vehicle or cause it to crash. Therefore I 

believe this requirement is only partially met but consider that this system provides a better 

mechanism for dealing with mistakes. This is shown by all of the tests within TestMove and 

TestMove2. 

FR12. This requirement has not been met. In the final system the user (the Controller) has to 

specifically tell a vehicle to move. Therefore the waving of a flag would serve no purpose in this 

system. 

FR13. This requirement has been met fully. The whole system can be saved to file, each aspect 

individually. This is shown by TLM3, TLM4, TVM9, TVM10, TTM4 and TTM5. 

FR14. This requirement has been met fully. There is a method to simulate an emergency stop , 

which simply sets the location of the vehicle. This method needs to be called for each vehicle 

moving at the time of the emergency stop. 

 

NFR1. This is a difficult requirement to assess. Due to the fact that this system is likely only to be 

used/seen by a developer I believe that it is reasonably obvious what each method/class does. 

With the javadoc, I believe that extension or use of this system should not be too complicated 

for any reasonably proficient developer. 

NFR2. Again, this is difficult to asses but the JUnit tests finish very quickly (50 tests performed 

within 0.563 seconds) and so I believe that this requirement has been met fully. 

NFR3. I believe that this requirement has been fully met, as there should be no occasions where a 

unexpected exception/error occurs. 
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Overall, most of the requirements have been fully met. The networking requirement (FR4) 

has not been met, and this probably due to my lack of experience with networking and time 

constraints. I believe that if this project was attempted again I could produce a better design 

incorporating everything that I have learnt and add the networking functionality in from the 

beginning.  

6.1 Improvements 

There are a number of improvements that I believe could be made to this system.  

The networking part of this system is currently standalone and needs to be completed and 

integrated into the main system. This section of the system has not been completed fully due to 

time constraints and my lack of experience with networking. To add the networking to the current 

system would not take too much work once the existing bugs had been fixed. The GUI created by Jon 

Lewis would need adapting to include a way of sending a train/vehicle to another station, and this 

would call a method to check to see if the line is clear. If the line is clear then the user would need to 

then try to actually send the train which would call a different method, that would then send the 

information to the other instance. 

There are a few bugs in the system, mainly in the move method(s) which given more time, I 

could fix. I have not yet discovered quite what/where the bugs are but when combining my system 

with the GUI that Jon Lewis developed there are occasions when a vehicle should be able to move, 

but an exception is thrown saying that it can’t. 

 If I had more time I would also rewrite the whole move method.  I think that although the 

process used within the method may be good, due to extensive rewrites during the development of 

this system there may be unneeded code which may reduce the efficiency of the method and would 

slow the system down.  

Another problem is that when an emergency stop is initiated the current system requires 

the GUI to find where the vehicles should be and this can cause problems when in a train as the 

vehicles are not necessarily placed next to each other. A better way of dealing with this would be to 

have the back-end take one vehicle from each train and set the locations of all vehicles in the train, 

rather than being called with each individual vehicle. 

An extension to this system could be a separate program which allows the editing and 

creation of track layouts, vehicles and levers. This could then use the same xml structure as is used 

for this system and new variations of this system could be created. This would also mean that it was 

much easier to edit a track layout, rather than hand edit the xml which may introduce errors.  

 

6.2 Critical Conclusion 

During the course of this project I have gained a lot of experience in many areas including 

working closely with another person, networking an application and more experience with Java. I 

feel that the project was approached and carried out quite well although there were areas which 

with hindsight could’ve been improved upon such as assessing how much time a particular aspect 

needs. 

The main aspects of the project were completed very well although there are a few bugs in 

the system. The networking section of the project was not so successful and there are many more 

bugs in this part, probably due to the lack of experience I have with networking in Java. The project 

fulfils or exceeds the majority of the original requirements and could fulfil them all with a little more 

work. 

I learnt a lot during the course of the project including how to manage my time more 

efficiently, planning, research and testing. I had covered these in previous projects but due to the 
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size of this project I had to do much more work and manage these aspects better. I also learnt a 

great deal about how a railway runs and also how everything functions within a railway.  
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7 Glossary 

7.1 Definition of terms 

Below is a list of terms that will be used in the project to describe aspects of the railway. I 

will refer to these terms and stick to them to avoid confusion. This has been taken from the Corris 

Railway Rulebook [COR01]and modified slightly. 

Term Definition 

Block Section Length of line between staff sections for which a Train Staff is provided 

Direction Up: From Machynlleth to Aberllefenni 

Down: From Aberllefenni to Machynlleth  

Emergency Working Order Form authorising a train to enter an obstructed section without the 

Train Staff or a Staff Ticket 

Engine or Locomotive Includes Diesel Locomotives, Motor Trolleys and Self-propelled Rail-

mounted Machinery 

Hand Signals Signals by means of flags, lamps, arms or audible devices 

Light Engine An Engine without other vehicles, or two or more such Engines 

coupled together 

Main Line The line on which trains pass through station limits when the ground 

frame is locked 

Points (Set of) A junction between two or more different stretches of track that 

enables a train to move from one piece of track to another 

Point Key Form of Train Staff authorising movements within the limits of an 

unmanned Staff Station 

Possession A procedure by which a defined area of line or lines is taken under the 

direct control of an Engineer's Person in Charge 

S&T Signal & Telephone. Includes all works connected with telephones, 

telephone wiring and pole routes, ground frames and point levers and, 

locking frames 

Staff Persons working on the Railway, whether employees or volunteers 

Staff Station Location at the end of Block Section 

Staff Ticket Form authorising a train to enter a Block Section without the Train 

Staff 

Ticket Box Box provided at a Staff Station and in which supplies of Staff Tickets 

are kept 

Train Includes Light Engines and Hand Trolleys 

Train Staff Token of authority authorising a train to enter a Block Section 

Whistle Includes a horn of other audible warning device 

Working Instruction A written instruction from the Officer-in-Charge issued to an individual 

or displayed on an operating notice-board 

Rolling Stock Every vehicle in the yard on tracks can be referred to as Rolling Stock 

The Yard Primarily referring to the area at Maespoeth, but can be any area of 

track where Rolling Stock is stored 
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Appendix 1: Map  of Maespoeth Yard 
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Operational ID Name Type Length (m) AirBrake HandBrake BrakeValve Communications 

Yes 218 Lydd Bogie WAGGON 6.2 NO YES NO NO 

Yes 17 Talyllyn Corris 

Coach 

WAGGON 7.57 YES NO NO THROUGH 

Yes CAT CAT Carriage WAGGON 4.47 NO NO NO NO 

Yes 203 Rolls Tipper WAGGON 3.41 NO YES NO NO 

Yes 205 Ballast Tipper WAGGON 1.96 NO NO NO NO 

Yes 206 Ballast Tipper WAGGON 1.96 NO YES NO NO 

Yes 216 Ballast Pair WAGGON 1.96 NO YES NO NO 

Yes 213 Broughton Moor 

Drop Side Waggon 

WAGGON 3.69 NO YES NO NO 

Yes A Metal Side Door WAGGON 2.24 NO YES NO NO 

Yes B Slab Waggon WAGGON 2.4 NO YES NO NO 

Yes C Wooden Bodied 

Waggon 

WAGGON 2.26 NO YES NO NO 

Yes NO7 Corris Iron End 

Door 

WAGGON 2.14 NO YES NO NO 

Yes 3 Loco 3 LOCO 5.06 SUPPLIES YES YES NO 

Yes 4 Loco 4 LOCO NA SUPPLIES YES YES NO 

Yes 5 Loco 5 LOCO 2.31 NO YES NO NO 

Yes 6 Loco 6 LOCO 4.04 SUPPLIES YES YES YES 

Yes 7 Loco 7 LOCO 5.15 SUPPLIES YES YES YES 

No 8 Loco 8 LOCO 2.2 SUPPLIES YES YES NO 

Yes 21 Composite Coach PASSENGER 7.62 YES YES YES YES 

Yes 20 Tiger Coach PASSENGER 5.8 THROUGH YES NO YES 

Yes van 204 Trecwn Brake Van WAGGON 3.74 YES YES YES YES 

Yes 221 S&T WAGGON 3.95 THROUGH YES NO YES 

Yes 223 PW Vehicle WAGGON 3.95 NO YES NO NO 

Yes 222 Trecwn Bogie WAGGON 3.95 NO YES NO NO 

Yes 22 Clerstorey Coach 22 WAGGON 7.62 YES NO NO THROUGH 

Yes QM Queen Mary WAGGON 4.4 NO YES NO NO 

Yes 220 Guards Van Peter 

Guest 

WAGGON 3.6 NO YES NO NO 

Yes 212 Broughton Moor 

Drop Flat 

WAGGON 4.1 NO YES NO NO 

Appendix 2: Vehicle list
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